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This Restaurant Deliver Script is a professional Pizza Restaurant Ordering System for Developers. Built

now your own Restaurant Deliver Ordering Shop and get much more Orders from new Buyers of your

City and increase your profit! This Restaurant Ordering System is easy to install. You get a install

documentation and can directly start to install & add products or change design. Description One can

manage his own restaurant by allowing customers to place orders. Administrator can assign staff to

deliver orders. This Deliver Script a simple to use HTML/CSS pizza restaurant system that can easily be

customized to suite your taste. You can change what you want and built in more features. You can also

use the Restaurant Deliver Script for other types of foods, drinks & more! More improvement is required

in the functionality. Therefore the script is best suited for web developers who want to tweak the code to

make it better. How to Install the Script: i) Download the script from the download section. ii) Extract the

script in your localhost or web server. iii) Find the pizza_inn.sql file in the database dump folder. iv) Import

the sql file in your database management system ("phpmyadmin" for localhost). v) If import is successful.

You can now test drive the script. vii) Don't forget to change the database connection details in the
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config.php file in the connection folder to suite your server configuration. vi) Please rate this script and

leave comments if any. Features Send general messages to the customers Set the start and end times

for special price orders (promotions) Assign the orders or reservations to particular staff View reports on

number of pizza delivery orders and/or sit reservations in the restaurant Rate the restaurants services

and/or products (Various Pizzas) Indicate the time for pizza delivery Select the type and number of pizza

to order make table reservations or order pizza delivery Register if a new customer, including their

location View other customers ratings(customer satisfaction) of the restaurant License: Creative

Commons Attribution License Get more Premium Software, Scripts, Apps, Templates and more in our

Downloadshop on netdealer.tradebit.com
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